PHIL THOMPSON AND PETER OAKES written by SHARON ZAKI
I used to think that at least half the contributors' 'cases as stories' on V/U
were genuine. Now I'm not so sure. It would seem that a very high
proportion of the 'victims' on there are either fakes or cowardly, apathetic
gatekeepers. This became evident during my February and March 2013
research. Of the people I wrote to, none wanted to part company with
Sabine and expose her for what she is and some are still contributing on
V/U. These people I have been familiar with for over 10 years when
James Todd of the 'VOMIT' era was publishing our stories. A couple of
them have been downright hostile towards me. Take for example old
timer Peter Oakes. See his comment here. I quote: “Sabine allows
these comments so how can you claim she is not genuine ? And it
should be obvious to a nit wit the british authorities are fully aware
of these horrific goings- on by judges, TV personalities, police officers
MPs, social workers etc.
Get real Sharon, you will be claiming Dunblane killings are a myth next !”
What's he doing about the C/O agents? NOWT. So, is he naive or fake
or just apathetic? Another example is the nasty shilly response I got
from Phil Thompson. He comments: “Dear Sabine. With every one of
your posts I see what you are DOING. Others just Yap. I would also like
to know to which NETWORK that person has access to so as to be able
to get so much information about so many people in her TIRADE.
People in white coats are on standby and know of her. i also note a Get
out Clause, here it is. Belinda, if all these accusations about you prove to
be a pack of lies, then I hope you will accept my sincere apologies. What
if if I said that she is a thief and then make that same apology. Keep up
the good work Sabine.”
He says he has lost 3 of his great grandkids due to corruption in the
family courts. If he was genuine he would not have turned on a fellow
victim and striver of truth and justice in the way he did. If there are
any genuine contributors left on V/U, they'd better wake the f... up soon,
see the truth about Sabine and JUMP SHIP. I will write to some more
V/U contributors in due course; meanwhile take a look at this blog of
MP John Hemming Shill where he's helping Phil. The first thing I notice
is that there is a distinct lack of official documentation to back up what
the MP states, which in itself is very vague. As for Phil, he reveals more
of his true colours on V/U here. He’s really taking the p**s when he
describes Cooper’s ‘case’ as cast iron. Thompson says “I have noted
that he is seeking a Lawyer, Barrister or any LEGAL representative to

take up his case. Have there been any takers. I THINK NOT. A Cast
IRON Case that is easily winnable and yet NO Lawyer will accept him as
a client. Lets wait and see if I am correct.” Nigel Cooper doesn’t have a
‘case’. Echoes of the HG saga. Cooper concocted that story with the
help of his shilly buddies – Sabine and co ... and Phil is part of the set up
too. More confirmation of this is in his comment in response to ‘granny’
who directs people to find the truth via the Moylan Judgement. He says:
“Granny from a different country. Methinks that you are getting rattled.
BUT. How well you describe how happy he would be if he just Kow
Towed to people like YOU. Name YOURSELF hypocrite.” What a nasty
piece of work the fake Thompson is.
"The world is a dangerous place, not because of those who do evil, but
because of those who look on and do nothing." Albert Einstein.
Below I copy/paste/comment on Phil Thompson’s story:
Phil Thompson’s story is published by his shill queen Sabine
here http://philthompsonfamily.wordpress.com/about-2/
There isn’t a scrap of evidence that this story is true. The glaring hint is
in the absolute lack of detail and the fact that there is NO official
documentation to support it. Sick Sabine doesn’t give a f*ck about
truth. She unblushingly publishes complete fairy stories that she knows
cannot and never will be proven. She serves no-one but the NWO
agenda and her NWO paymasters. My comments are in red.

1.

Nature of the Case / Background

The Thompson Family[1] is an example of “threshold criteria” being
used wholly inappropriately – to abduct three children. Without any
substantiation or evidence, the Council claims that this ‘risk of
significant harm’ is due to
failing to attend school regularly
failing to have attended health appointments
their father has failed to co-operate with Social Services
the children have been seen to be dirty and unkempt.

the behaviour of Walsall Social Services does not differ from other
councils where victims of child snatching have suffered cruelty and
injustice for the sake of cashing in on foster money (on average
£400 / week per child). Social Services do NOT have the interest of
children at heart and are wholly ineffective when dealing with
complaints of negligence that are voiced during supervised contact.
Notice the highly emotional wording “threshold criteria”, “abduct”,
“child snatching”. All we have are 4 bullet point allegations and
Sabine’s wild claims which are NOT backed up with
evidence. Where are the social services reports/child protection ‘At
Risk’ conference reports/court transcripts/judgements???
2.

Submissions of Fact

Fact??? That’s laughable. Sabine does not deal in facts ever. The following is all fantasy; all VAGUE and COMPLETELY
LACKING IN EVIDENCE. There are no dates or names apart from
the name [highlighted in red ink] of one social worker ... who may or
may not actually be a social worker ... someone by the name of
Garnett Gray, which the careless carefree mason-protected Sabine
spells ‘Grey’ further down!
When his wife stopped medication from a condition prior to the
marriage, the grandson left his home to live with his mother nearby.
Due to the mother’s condition, Social Services brought the children
to that home of father and grandmother, where they thrived for
eighteen months. When the eldest child was eligible for school, the
father was prosecuted [prosecuted for what and where’s the
evidence?] by Aldridge Magistrates Court and fined [how much and
where’s the evidence?] for his daughter not attending school
regularly. Within the same month, Social Worker Garnet
Gray instigated another charge [what charge and where’s the
evidence?] against the father and told him to attend Dudley Court.
However, at Dudley Court, he was told that he was in the wrong
court. [Evidence?] At the other court in Dudley [“other” - which
court?], he was told there was no case in his name. [Evidence?] It
appears [“Appears”???] as if the court made decisions in the
father’s absence, without any legal
representation. [BULLSHIT! Prove that sweeping statement
Sabine] Meanwhile, the court files have “gone missing”. [“gone

missing”? How fecking convenient! ] When wanting to pick up his
daughter from the Principal’s office, his daughter was screaming
behind closed doors for two hours, before she was handed
back. [Evidence???] Together with his other children they go to
play in the park opposite the home. Later that evening, Garnet
Grey and two women [who???] snatched the children from their
father’s arms and nothing has been heard from them since. Note
the emotive language – “screaming”, “snatched”. This story is
complete fabrication. Not one shred of evidence is provided to
support it. We are asked to believe that a social worker and two
female strangers snatched these children and they’ve just
disappeared!!! Where is the outcry in the mainstream
press? Where is the police search – pretend or otherwise? Where
are all the letters from the wonderful ‘justice for families’ family man
MP Hemming? [pass the puke bucket please]. Where are the
secret tape recordings proving all this skulduggery? Where are the
welfare reports – Cafcass/Social Services? Where are the reports
by ‘Core group’ officials such as Health Visitors, Educational
Welfare Officers, School Head teacher ... ? Not one report or part
thereof is published, no court documentation, no names of judges
...
Sabine you are a sick joke. You and Phil the Fake are blatant
BARE FACED ODIOUS LIARS. PROVE what you say is true.
It is becoming evident that Sabine Shill only throws her weight
behind stories which are completely bogus. Back a few years when
I trusted Sabine was the real deal I wrote to her and asked her to
publish my story. I was ignored. I got involved as an online activist
on ‘Victims Unite’ and again asked her to publish my story. She
then gave me a brief mention on Vicky Haigh’s page, hidden under
‘other cases’, which is available on invitation only.
3.

Points of Law and Procedure

The grandfather and great-grandfather Phil Thompson keep
challenging Walsall Council to take him to court for this
accumulation of abuse of process and power – to hit adoption
targets and raise OFSTED ratings? In the children’s best
interest??? Applying the right “levels of threshold”? Because one
child was supposedly not regularly at school, all three are not just
taken into ‘care’ but irreversibly adopted without parental
consent???

There is no abuse of process and power. There is a great
grandfather who has obviously lost his marbles and should be
locked away for his own safety. Either that or he is a thoroughly evil
little man. I’d say he is the latter. Phil the Fake Thompson, here’s
the challenge, make me eat my words and show us the adoption
papers for any of these children. This utterly abhorrent lying little
man Phil the Fake Thompson is almost certainly a high up mason
and is in cahoots with Walsall Council. This lot are ALL
pretenders, playing an evil ‘game’. If that wasn’t true Thompson
would have been sectioned and thrown in a loony bin long ago for
such wild story telling. But the freemasons in Walsall Council are
his friends, as are all the masons in all the ‘authorities’ or
‘watchdogs’ that he writes his phoney letters to. ALL of these sick
f*cks, together with the nauseating lying pretender John Hemming
are in on the sick charade.
As for Sabine’s reference to “adoption targets” and “Ofsted ratings”
she is once again twisting words in order to arrive at a completely
different meaning to suit her purposes. The government have
devised performance thresholds to address delays in the adoption
system. The Ofsted data shows a rise in the number of approved
applications which is a good thing becausewhen an adoption has
been approved it is better to place a child with new parents as soon
as possible rather than leaving the child in temporary foster care or
with various foster carers.
Now let’s take a look at Phil’s phoney letter to Sir M Potter,
President of the Family Division. Sir Potter will almost certainly be
another high up mason, but even if he isn’t he absolutely IS under
Masonic control. My comments are in red.
Thompson states: We have NOT seen or heard of them until we
asked a Ms Herbert at Wolverhampton Records office December
2008 who told us that they had been adopted. If anyone believes
that they need a serious check from the f**cking neck up.
He continues: At the ONLY REVIEW MEETING social worker G
Grey said that he had sent letters to Mr. Millington, presumably
P.O’Gorman’s wife ... Phil Fake didn’t think to publish the report of
this only meeting. And how can a Mr be a Mrs i.e. the wife???

He says: If the Social Worker was so aware and wanted contact
why did he send letters to the wrong address... Where is the
evidence that the social worker did this?
He states: Mr Ogorman was NOT REPRESENTED by a solicitor at
the proceedings because he GAVE NO INSTRUCTIONS to ANY
solicitor. Then why does Phil the Pr*ck ask in his phoney letter
to Walsall Legal Services [see below] “Who represented us at
Dudley Court on the 15th July 2005?”
Phil Fake goes on to say: The three court cases of which we
have record are 15th July 05, 2nd February 2006 and 9thMay
2006. So why doesn’t he publish the court judgements??? I’ll
tell you why, because they will reveal the truth of what actually
happened, which is far removed from the story Phil Fake,
backed up by Sabine shill, is trying to sell you. My hunches tell
me that there was judicial involvement, but that it was a
straightforward custody/contact issue between the parents of said 3
children. I’d also hazard a guess that the mother of said children
won custody. One thing is certain, NONE of these kids were
snatched, abducted or adopted.
Tricky Thompson says: Mr Ogorman in the presence of my wife and
myself sat in the solicitor’s office to file his detailed
statement. Woah, isn’t it stated in the story that NO
SOLICITOR was used??? No wonder this detailed statement isn’t
published!
The twit Thompson then wants us to believe that the [unnamed]
solicitor pointed and said: that is the file on
you. WHAAAAAAT??? F... off Phil with your bullshit.
It gets better! Can we see it please is what Phil Pri*k says was
asked. NOT ALLOWED was the answer [allegedly]. Argghhh ... I’m
tearing my hair out now.
Thompson the bullshit artist also says: Now we have another
SCOUNDREL ... but he doesn’t name this person. He
continues:His REPORT was made in COLLUSION with the
guardian C Griffin. We say that Mr. Andrew Porter is a LIAR, and
so is the person Griffin. We can prove it. Oh please do. I await

this proof with baited breath! Who is A Porter? And who is C
Beely? Thompson says: On the advice of C Beely, Mr P Ogorman
did not give evidence. These names might as well have been
plucked out of a hat. Perhaps they were! Phil the obfuscator then
says: NEVER DID MY GRANDSON EVER SAY THAT HE
NEITHER CONSENTED TO NOR OPPOSED THE APPLICATION
FOR CARE ORDERS OR FREEING FOR ADOPTION
ORDERS and he then writes in bold and underlined capitals: WHAT
WERE WE DOING THERE IN THIS SECRET COURT IF NOT TO
DENY THE ALLEGATIONS. Phil Fake Thompson, try stating
simple FACTS and back up what you say WITH EVIDENCE.
Thompson continues with his sensationalism, talking
about “INHUMANITY”, “dirty work”, “BRAZEN CONCOCTED
LIES” and of course the “Threshold Criteria”. He is trying to
convince us that his great grandkids have been adopted to meet [he
says] Walsall council adoption targets, based on accusations that
these kids are at significant harm in that they – failed to attend
school regularly, failed to attend health appointments, were seen to
be dirty and unkempt and because their father failed to co-operate
with social services. Phil Fibber Thompson, here are some bold
capitals for you – PUBLISH THE LOCAL AUTHORITY REPORTS
THAT STATE THESE KIDS ARE “at risk of significant
harm”. PUBLISH THE CARE PROCEEDING REPORTS WHICH
LED UP TO THE ADOPTION. PUBLISH THE REPORT BY THE
ADOPTION PANEL. PUBLISH THE ADOPTION ORDER.
Phil Fabricator continues his bullshit in his phoney letter to his
Masonic brother ‘Sir’ Potter: Mr P Ogorman was left alone with the
three children, sometimes one of the two younger children had a
bad night ... blah ... blah ... blah ... WHY was this not in the
report? WHY DON’T YOU PUBLISH THIS REPORT??? I’ll tell
the readers why, BECAUSE THERE IS NO SUCH REPORT. He
also says: Health appointments can be confirmed by the minutes of
the ONLY review will say that the appointments were for
inoculations which were not done. That is a LIE ... How did the
social worker without PERMISSION OBTAIN THESE RECORDS...
If Mr Ogorman did not co-operate with social services how could
they write any statements made by him. PHIL THE
STORYTELLER THOMPSON, PROVE ANYTHING YOU SAY IS

TRUE. PUBLISH THE MINUTES OF THIS ONLY REVIEW
WHICH PROVES YOUR ASSERTIONS ABOUT
INNOCULATIONS. SHOW US THE PROOF THAT SOCIAL
SERVICES WERE OF THE OPINION THAT MR OGORMAN DID
NOT CO-OPERATE WITH THEM.
Phil Fake shows himself up to be a total w**ker when he
says: Another question for your conscience Sir ... Sir Potter,
president of the family division, has no need to examine his
conscience regarding the fairy tales told by Tricky Thompson. He
should however examine it in his failure to expose the lying timewasting, game-playing bullshitting thoroughly vile, mason-protected
Phil Thompson.
Phil the Fraud continues: I state that the report by G Grey is a
travesty, this from a person who gave false information to the
COURT giving names of people who do not exist and places and
events that never happened. Prove that this G Grey allegedly
did these things that you assert Phil Thompson. In any case,
you state that Grey’s report is a travesty and yet you stated,
back a couple of paragraphs, that “NEVER AT ANY TIME DID
WE KNOW OF WHAT THE SOCIAL WORKERS HAD WRITTEN
ABOUT MR OGORMAN.” Ars**ole. The lying arrogant idiot
Thompson continues: Mr Justice McFarlane was somewhat amiss
in not informing you that I made this statement to the COURT. And
NOTHING was done about this tarnished witness. That is
because there is no evidence that he was “tarnished” and no
evidence that anything you, Phil Thompson, say is true.
Phil Thompson continues his outrageous lies saying: We have
obtained documents from the informant. Can I also inform you sir
that this self same G Grey also went to the children’s grandfather
Mr Michael Ogorman and SIGNED DOCUMENTS that gave the
children into his care ...” Well publish these documents you
fraud. As for social workers signing children into anyone’s
care, that is not how it works; social workers do not have the
authority to do that.
Thompson then talks in more vague sensationalised tones,
about another BRUTE – the social worker who denied the
grandfather the right to collect the children. He continues to try and

bamboozle the public, saying: You could be of much assistance
here sir by asking the person known as A Hughes at Darlaston
Social Services. Mr Paul Cooper will give you her phone number to
give you her reasons and why she is STILL WITHHOLDING giving
us copies of the documents. Seriously is anyone buying this
shite???
Phil the Fake continues his outrageous allegations and defamatory
remarks about people in the family justice system who may or may
not exist. He says: Now, the children’s guardian C Griffin. Another
blatant LIAR. He interviewed my grandson in my house for about 1
and a half hours and on this grand timescale told the Court that Mr
P Ogorman was an UNFIT FATHER and recommended that the
children should [be] placed for IMMEDIATE ADOPTION. People
like Mr Porter, Mr Griffin, Mr Grey and Mr Beely [if they are indeed
‘real’ people] should sue the lying toad Thompson and get the
evil git committed to prison – for defamation and perjury.
He continues: Now another gem for your sir. On the day 15 July
2005 we met our solicitor at a car park opposite the court. While
crossing a busy road my Grandson was handed the guardian’s
report and then passed it on to me in the street. I was only able to
skim through the report and it was taken from my hand by C.
Beely. So that was the SUM TOTAL of our knowledge of the
guardian’s report. This is so f**king ridiculous it’d be funny if it
wasn’t so outrageous and didn’t carry such grave
implications. ANYWAY DIDN’T THE LYING FU**TARD STATE
THAT THERE WAS NO LEGAL REPRESENTATION??? PHIL
THOMPSON really should have got his story straight before
hastening to hookwink the public with it.
At this point in his phoney letter to ‘Sir’ Potter Phil Fraud attempts to
clarify whether or not a solicitor was used, but the idiot just drops
himself further in it, saying: Now it is at THIS CASE AFTER WHICH
ON THE SAME DAY THE CHILDREN WERE TAKEN FROM HIM
WHILE HE WAS ALONE is the one where he was NOT
REPRESENTED, NO INSTRUCTIONS WERE EVER GIVEN TO
ANY SOLICITOR. He was represented by Mr C Beely on the two
subsequent “TRIALS”. Which means that there was no solicitor
used on the first one i.e. on the 15th July 2005! [The two

subsequent trials were on 2ndFebruary ’06 and 9th May
’06.] OOPS!
OH What a Tangled Web We Weave When First We Practice to
Deceive.

The lies of Phil Thompson grow even bolder; the story more
fanciful. He states: My daughter the mother and of Mr P Ogorman
and her three grandchildren who were living happily within OUR
FAMILY. SO WHAT. Why did the justices apply disclosure so that
all the GOOD reports of her would be SUPRESSED. [PROOF]. To
state ‘proof’ is a lie because there is no proof of that. What
reasons, SHOW US IN THE COURT RECORDS. We have already
shown that the COURT RECORDS are FALSE [no you haven’t and
you haven’t shown any court records] and have NO CREDENCE
[another unproven statement]. We were ALWAYS in the control of
Mr C Beely [that’s just another lie - you just stated that Mr Beely’s
services were not used during the first trial] who then promptly
disappeared and left no forwarding address to his employers
Walker brothers Walsall [how f*cking convenient. Perhaps he was
abducted by an alien.] The social worker G Grey promptly resigned
[another sweeping statement and no evidence to support it. No
evidence even that there was a social worker named Grey involved
with Phil Thompson’s family] following his report and the case files
are missing [no they’re not. They’re just not published because
they will reveal the truth of the lies of Phil the Fake Thompson.] Ms
Herbert, Wolverhampton records office.”
Phoney Phil continues to lie: Sir we wish to again show you the
calumnies that have been perpetrated against us of which there are
NONE. And: Sir, Mr Justice McFarlanes BRIEF PERUSAL OF THE
FILE SHOULD cause you great concern with the information that
we have now given you. Why should it? If ‘Sir’ Potter is not potty
himself and if, by some remote chance, he is an honest man and
not a mason or beholden to freemasonry his concern will be for the
sanity of Phil Thompson. Phoney Phil continues: What we see is
that your entire reply to Mr J Hemming MP has been made on the
false information given to you. Publish the reply and all the letters
from John Hemming Fake. His question to you stands. Were all
the prerequisites as required by law carried out by Walsall Social
Services in their case against Mr P Ogorman. John Hemming is

just like ALL politicians; in fact he’s worse because of his moral
‘family justice’ pretence; he is just another evil thieving lying scum
Masonic controlled PRETENDER. Fabricator Phil
continues ... UNJUSTIFIED PROSECUTION. Sir, we have
written PROOF of Walsall Social Services, even before any Court
Case to take OUR INFANTS into adoption. No you haven’t you
LIAR. And your ‘infants’ have NOT been adopted. LIAR. And you
can stop calling yourself the ‘underdog’; a more appropriate
description of you is what comes out of the dog’s rear end.
THE LYING B**STARD THEN CALLS FOR A JUDICIAL
REVIEW. F**CKING UNBELIEVABLE. O.M.G I live for the day
when evil liars like Phil Thompson, John Hemming, Sabine McNeill
... are thoroughly exposed and face true justice. Oh how my heart
will sing.
Let’s now have a gander at some more phoney letters; this time
replies from Phil the Fake’s partners in crime. All are published on
McNeill’s ‘Fob-Offs and Excuses’ page. Folks, these are
the tactics used by McNeill and Thompson and all shills to dupe
decent Joe Public into believing stories like this. ‘Ordinary’ people
would assume this story must be true; after all, they would reason,
who in their right mind would go to so much trouble writing so many
letters [which are always ‘sexed up’ and full of inflammatory
language] over so many years to all sorts of authority figures. Wellpaid government shills do.
Isn’t it funny how Phil Fake is happy to publish all these letters – in
full, and yet he won’t publish any official documentation
to support his story!
As with all high profile ‘victim’ stories published by shills, we see a
very familiar scamming pattern. There is either NO official
documentation to support a story or there are only part documents
published [maybe just a couple of lines] which are taken out of
context, thus resulting in a wild distortion of the truth.
Another very clever trick used by fake victims such as Thompson
and their shill bitches such as Sabine is the repeated mantra to “sue
me”. They know they’re safe because all the people they defame
are mason controlled and are in on the scam and all ‘authorities’

and ‘watchdogs’ are also mason controlled and will also toe the
line. No-one dares rock the boat. If they did they’d be out of a job
or worse. The trusting public believe that these fake victims must
be genuine; after all, they’d be thinking, why would anyone lie and
risk being sued.
People need to understand that these scams work very well
because freemasonry is the real power and facilitator working in the
background. Just like in all wars and conflicts, all ‘sides’ are played
by one master puppeteer. The real opposition is the honest cluedup general public, especially the victims of the Masonic mafia who
are well-versed in Masonic speak and Masonic manoeuvres.
Another favourite tactic used by these devious players in this dirty
game is to scream ‘COVER UP’. Sabine allocates a whole page to
spin us nonsense about a ‘cover up’ as regards Phil Fake and his
family [more on this below.]
Now on to the phoney letters. ALL the authors of the letters
published on Sabine’s site are NWO gatekeepers, as ALL are
controlled by freemasonry. It matters not a jot whether they
themselves are masons. James Ross replies on behalf of the
Attorney General’s Office. This lickspittle writes that the Attorney
General is unable to help, for various reasons stated. He continues
the charade with reference to the vile John Fake Hemming, saying:
“I note your MP has written to the Chief Executive asking them to
review your case, you should contact your MP ...” Wonder how
much this James Ross pr*ck gets paid to play act. If he was an
honest upright man he too would have seen right through the
disgusting Phil Fake and would have sent him a letter of
chastisement, telling him not to waste the time of the AG.
Likewise Mr Avtar Singh, the pretender who writes on behalf of the
HM Courts & Tribunals Service. He states: “The matter has been
referred to Her Honour Judge Hughes who has stated that she has
nothing further to add to the previous communications ...” If Mr
Singh was an honourable man he would have refused to play along
with this sick game and would have instead referred Phil Fake to his
GP who could have arranged to have Phil Fake sectioned. Then
again if any of these civil servants or spokespersons for any
authority that Phil Fake contacts in relation to this fictitious adoption

were upstanding people Phil Fake would never have penned any
correspondence to them in the first place. As for Judge Hughes,
wonder why her correspondence isn’t published. Almost certainly
because there isn’t any. There is no evidence that a female judge
named Hughes even presided in any proceedings to do with Phil’s
family.
Russell Meek [and mild] replies on behalf of Her Maj’s Court
Service. This pathetic wimp of a ‘man’ cannot stand up to his
Masonic masters either and instead of doing the job he gets paid to
do i.e of posting the court judgements which would expose the
perjurer Philip Thompson, he dutifully replies: “... You remain
concerned that you cannot retrieve information relating to certain
court cases. Again I can only repeat what I suggested in my
previous letter that you will need to contact the court managers at
the relevant courts and they will be able to tell you if the relevant
have been kept or destroyed.” Mr Russell Mouse should do us all a
favour and resign.
Jane Carter, spokesperson for Ofsted also toes the Masonic line,
continues the deception and keeps her job [and has probably now
earned herself a promotion]. The brown nose tells Phil Fake to
complain to Cafcass and says that if they are no help to complain to
the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman – directly or via
his MP [even though the dosey cow has already thanked Phil Fake
for copying her into the letter that he’s already sent to the
Ombudsman.] If Jane Carter was a human being with conscience
she would have in the first instance found out for herself whether or
not said kids had been forcibly adopted. When she found out that
Phil’s story was a pack of lies she would have wondered WTF
his game is. She would then have made serious enquiries into

the corrupt mason-controlled practices of Walsall’s ‘child
protection’ agencies. But Jane Carter isn’t a decent human
being, she is just another parasitical government stooge. Ms
Carter-Fake ends her letter telling Phil Fake that she’d like to
thank him for “taking the time to bring this information to my
attention” so that she can continue to earn her daily bread by
doing NOTHING with said info. And of course Phil Fake is happy
that she is content to continue to earn her crust keeping his dirty

little secret. As for Cafcass, I’d like to see tricky Thompson’s letter
of complaint to them ... and their reply!!!
As for S Pereira of the HM Courts and Tribunal Service. He or she
really takes the biscuit, saying: “You have requested a review of the
adoption case involving Walsall Children’s Services. I was very
sorry to hear of your dissatisfaction with these proceedings
and outcome of the case ...” Pretender Pereira shamelessly lies
to feed the lie. Does S Pereira-Parasite not have a mind of his/her
own? A swift glance at this ‘case’ and Pereira could see that there
WAS NO ADOPTION. Why does this ‘person’ not blow the
whistle? Supposing a story was hitting cyberspace that Pereira’s
kids had been ‘forcibly adopted’ when no such thing had
happened. Would Pereira be happy with that and with various
officials/civil servants/watchdogs ... lying to feed the lie??? How
much money do these doormats earn lying for their Masonic
masters? How can these ‘people’ prostitute themselves in this
way? Do any of them have any self respect?
FOLKS, HOLD YOUR HEAD IN YOUR HANDS AND WEEP WITH
DESPAIR AT THE EVIL GAMES GOING ON IN HIGH
PLACES. AND IT’S ALL BEING FUNDED BY OUR TAXES.
Agent Phil Thompson serves his Masonic puppeteers well. He
spends years writing to all sorts of Masonic powers and they play
along with the game. AND THESE EVIL LYING B...STARDS ARE
DOING IT WITH OUR MONEY. COMRADES, PLEASE, LOOK AT
THE EVIL GAMES THESE CHEEKY F...CK ERS PLAY.
The following is another phoney letter from Mr Fake Thompson
which he writes in the comments section on V/U. I comment at the
end in red.
Mr. P. Cooper
Mr. P. Thompson
The Ivory Tower 9 Bletchley Road
Birmingham
B24 0PX
Thursday, 17 June 2010 .

Subject — The unseemly delay in answering querys from a LEGAL
SOURCE
DEAR Mr. Cooper,
As you well know we have met each other in the OUTSIDE of your
offices for many years. Each time I had asked you if you had
passed upward(to my knowledge) the things I brought to your
attention. Never once did you confirm our meetings or made a
truthful reply.
You had often taunted me with fellow SS(the type who existed
some time ago) workers to get a solicitor
Well, could you get your cohorts who did this foul deed please cooperate and give a full account of what was done by people in at
the time called Walsall Social Services. The request was made by a
company recommended by Children Schools and FAMILIES.
I PARTICULARLY wish to ask you to answer this question.
Was Garnet Grey the vindictive person a full time employee of
Walsall SS at the time of his MALICIOUS prosecution of my
grandson. ( In case you are in any doubt as to my question. Was he
a full time QUALIFIED social worker.
I am withholding vital evidence until I have a Court Seal.
Just out of interest could you please tell me who was the SHYSTER
lawyer that SS employed to bring this SPURIOUS case against my
grandson. I am sure that you will name this INHUMANE person.
Even you could NOT give a reply to the actual charges that allowed
an evil person to take the case on. I have the statements from
Children Schools and Families that I shall bring forward. At your
request if you wish to delay further. If you wish could you please
inform P. Pilkington that she is NOT aware of the implications of my
escalation request for a HEARING. Ask this BUFFOON if she
knows her job So that you will know other things ask Mr. M.Bird
what the reply was given from his INVESTIGATIVE person
SHEEHAN.

Please co-operate and do not let this injustice fester, cause an
answer soon. Court is inevitable. All will be exposed, I have the
letters of guilt.
I remain with the Justice and HUMANITY of my family, decent and
upright for the duration of my marriage 52 years and each child
brought up to live according the norms of society. No drugs,
alcoholism, violence or crimes against the state. Remember that I
had asked for an Internal case review.
Without malice to you.
Mr. P. Thompson Remember the Acting FOR form.
Notice how these agents work. They write inflammatory highly
emotional bogus letters [using language such as: taunted, foul
deed, vindictive, malicious, shyster, spurious, inhumane, buffoon,
letters of guilt] and they bang on about court being inevitable where
“all will be exposed”; in the meantime they “withhold vital evidence”
or they have evidence that will be forthcoming. Echoes of the HGJ
saga. Norman the Gatekeeper Scarth plays the game well, he
writes bogus letters and emails on a daily basis to various
‘Quislings’.
Let’s now look at Phil the Fake’s letter to Walsall Legal Services. I
comment in red.
He states - below lists most of the Accused. Cheeky bast**d; the
people he accuses should be suing him.
In addition, other letters mention:
Andrew Porter
C. Beely
A. Proctor
Mr B. Gill
Walsall Legal Services.
7 September 2010
Subject:— UNANSWERED LETTERS
Dear Mr. Gill,

Welcome back from your holiday. Like St. Paul did your journey
perhaps take you on the road to Damascus. We trust that you are
rested and refreshed and eager to answer our request in the case
concerning our infants. No wonder this letter was unanswered
when the arrogant halfwit Phil Fake Thompson starts it like this!
To assist you in this matter you could consult with a Mr.
Sheehan who made a FULL investigation under the direction of Cllr.
M. Bird. Of course I must inform you that true to form I was not
made privy to his report. This seems very ODD to me because I
have a letter from Cllr. M. Bird that he would make a full report and
inform me of the result. How convenient that Phil the fake didn’t get
to see Mr Sheehan’s report! Why doesn’t Phil the fake publish the
letter from Cllr Bird which says that he would make a full report and
inform Phil Fake of the result?.
I am sure Mr. Sheehan will be prepared to give you a copy of his
report and his REPLY to me thus causing me to take action against
Walsall Council. Cllr. M. Bird may be more amenable in offering to
give me the report from his investigator, your GOODWILL
concerning this will be much appreciated. SOCIAL SERVICE no
doubt. On what grounds could Phil Fake take action against
Walsall Council?!!!
Another little matter that you might care to enquire about from a Gill
Ross, I have spoken to this good lady twice and asked the same
question. Who represented us at Dudley Court on the 15th July
2005. Her STOCK answer is to ask our solicitors. OUR RETORT
is that if we knew or gave instructions, why would we ask such a
question. So we hope you can see that something is amiss.
Perhaps she will NOW give the name of that person. It is NEVER
too late for crimes to be exposed. Why doesn’t Phil the Bullshitter
publish his correspondence with Gill Ross? He asks who
represented “us” on 15/7/05. According to Sabine’s write up he had
no legal representation. He should know whether or not he
instructed a solicitor!!! He does, he clarified this point in his phoney
letter to ‘Sir’ Potter. Stop lying and playing these evil games Phil
Thompson, you arrogant fool. Nothing is amiss; well not in the way
you’d like everyone to believe. YOU and YOUR crimes are about to
be exposed.

With Respect to your INTEGRITY and not your JOB with Walsall,
remember Nuremberg. It is how you do your job. We all have
CHOICE.
Integrity? Phil Fake, don’t make me laugh, you don’t know the
meaning of the word.
Our FAMILY decency cries out for JUSTICE. Phil Thompson YOU
will be brought to justice in the not too distant future for your part in
this sick scam. I hope your whole family disown you. You deserve
to be locked up for a very long time you sly evil little man.
To help you further I will now name some of the people involved in
this CALUMNY. NOT in order.
? Martin
? Brown
P. Pilkington
Garnet Grey
Ann Hughes
Angela Hudson
Curtis Griffin
LIAR.

Did not answer
Ignored our PLEAS
Pilkington BULL “It has been” ask her to finish.
Was he a temporary worker? LIAR
Darlaston Social Services – LIAR
LIAR
CAFCASS – Children’s ‘guardian’ – emphatic

Then the PETTY cover up persons.
S. Mcdonald.
? Galbraith.
? Harris
There are more and I have ALL their evasive letters BUT with some
major flaws. I will include that Freedom of Information requests
were deliberately ignored. Just out of interest I have many
photographs of the Bloxwich office now demolished. From that
PIGSTY they emerged to tell that others were dirty.
The more I write the more I realise how deeply our FAMILY has
been injured by Walsall Social Services. Mr. Paul Cooper can give
you ALL my letters of complaint and how this cruelty should NEVER
have been visited upon my FAMILY. FIND ONE charge of ANY
CRIMINAL activity within the ENTIRE FAMILY. Show us ONE
CHARGE of any kind.

Enough for now. I have allowed you much for the defence that will
bring shame to the above named.
Again we permit you to PROSECUTE our FAMILY with any one of
the above statements. Let anyone of the NAMED people using
their OWN resources or otherwise take us to CROWN COURT.
Mr. P. Thompson. Mr. P. V. Ogorman and FAMILY.
Phil Fake, you do not give permission to anyone to prosecute
you. YOU will receive your comeuppance, together will all your
filthy Masonic friends in Walsall Council and the courts and all
‘authorities’ and ‘watchdogs’ who are in on this dirty game, including
the dishonest and pretentious MP Hemming, and unsavoury
Sabine.
And now onto Sabine’s ‘Cover-Up’ bleatings.
Sabine likes to generalise and make claims which she doesn’t back
up with evidence. For example she says “the parents are gagged –
unique in the UK - The UK is the ONLY State in the WORLD
that gags parents whose children have been taken by Social Services,
i.e. threatens with prison if they dare to complain about their pain. And
these threats are enforced! Some 200 parents a year at
least!” Obviously each case needs to be examined individually, but from
what I’ve seen of Sabine’s attention to detail and ‘proof’ in the ‘cases’
I’ve looked at that she publishes, I’d say she is scaremongering with her
unproven wild claims. Further the truth cannot be ‘gagged’.

She says “secret family courts are used for judges to sanction what
Social Services are doing.” But family courts are no longer secret.
She makes unproven sweeping statements, such as children are
“forcibly adopted” ... and links to the thoroughly discredited Ian
Josephs’ site.
She asserts: “Police and Court staff cover up and collude so that
institutionalised child snatching akastate kidnapping can go on and
on and on.” Again this is another sweeping statement and not
proven in any of the ‘cases’ she publicises.

Sabine publishes a ‘Freedom of Information’ request from Phil
Thompson in the form of an email sent from his wife Dora
Thompson’s email address. The request is so farcical it’s no
wonder the condescending arrogant fool Phil Fake received a curt
dismissal. This is what he wrote: “Dear Mam, PLEASE inform me if
the West Midlands Police have seen the video that I
posted. Walsall SS – Forced Adoption. May I remind the West
Midlands Police that the Freedom of Information Act was designed
for HUMANS to reply to questions without DEVIOUSNESS. Once
again I am at a loss to understand WHY West Midlands Police
would wish to DISSEMINATE on my SIMPLE QUESTION WHO
ASKED West Midlands Police to delete my harmless
video. SIMPLE QUESTION that ONLY requires a SIMPLE
answer. For YOUR information I made SERIOUS accusations
against Walsall Council. ASK yourself why THEY do not take
ACTION against me BUT use the POLICE to SUPPRESS my
post. CAN you not see that SOMETHING is AMISS. I now wonder
who will be the NEXT person who will reply to my request so that
NO ONE takes RESPONSIBILITY. The SILVER PLATTER of
PONTIUS PILATE seems to be used by West Midlands Police in
my REQUEST.” What’s he on about, saying the police deleted his
video, when it is available on the internet for all to see. And what’s
so special about it anyway? It is nothing but rambling hearsay,
proving nowt about nowt! And the bloke is a complete burk to
suggest that Walsall Council used the police to suppress his
post. Walsall Council SHOULD take action against him. They
should get him detained indefinitely in a lunatic asylum.
Let’s now talk about mainstream news. Was there ever any
publicity regarding the kidnap and complete disappearance of these
kids? NO, but there is a ‘news’paper
article http://philthompsonfamily.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/socia
l-workers-tore.jpg saying only: “A great grandfather claims social
workers ignored his offer to provide a loving home to his great
grandchildren after they were put in care” and not much else.
The ultra seedy MP Hemming [all MPs are lying, low-life, gutless
worthless scum, but the ‘moral’??? ‘family justice campaigner’???
Hemming tops them all] gets himself some admirable publicity
calling for grandparents to be given more rights in an Early Day

Motion presented to parliament. The lying slug loves his EDMs. He
knows full well that an EDM will do a fat lot of good for anyone. He
doesn’t care as long as he continues to earn a mint from the
unsuspecting public for the part he plays in the pretend
game. ALL politicians are highly paid ACTORS.
Grandparents already have rights. Hemming, nor any so-called
‘alternative media’ voice have shown any evidence to disprove
that.
The thing I find most interesting about this ‘news’ article is that
tricky Thompson is referred to as ‘George Williams’ and the photos
of him and the 3 children are blurred, to “protect their identity”. One
wonders if the real reason is to prevent ‘real’ people i.e. local
people who know this family, and especially the children’s mother
and the children themselves, asking awkward questions ... such as
WTF? Phil Fake has no qualms about revealing his identity and
that of the 3 kids, including their dates of birth, on Sabine Shill’s site
and he boldly and patronizingly verbally attacks various officials, yet
he shies away from allowing his identity be known in the
MSN. Wonder why!
The author of this article is someone by the name of ‘Bourke’. It
would be more appropriate if the spelling of this person’s name was
‘burk’!
Phil Thompson is just another soulless spawn of Satan who happily
lies and obfuscates whilst playing the part of ‘victim’ in order to
serve his NWO paymasters.
We might ask why the popular hard hitting ‘alternative media’
heavyweights, such as Chris Spivey, don’t expose the likes of Phil
Lie Alot Thompson. For the simple reason that they don’t expose
the ‘Hollie Greig Justice’ scammers, Nigel Cooper, Maggie Tuttle,
Vicky Haigh et al. You don’t grass on your friends.

